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Summary. The use of reputation systems has been proposed for various applica-
tions, e. g., to estimate the trustworthiness of sellers and buyers in electronic trans-
actions. Reputation systems collect opinions of users about properties of certain
services, subjects and other users and evaluate these opinions. It is important that
the results of reputation systems are consistent with intuitive expectations of its
users, which highly depends on the properties of the underlying trust model. The
trust model defines the representation of the trust values as well as the computation
of trust values for derived trust relations.

We propose a new sophisticated computational model of trust which seamlessly
integrates authentication verification into the trust evaluation process and which
is suitable especially for open, decentralized reputation systems. It consists of def-
initions of trust and authentication relations, inference rules and three downward
compatible trust calculi. It is therefore possible to represent and evaluate trust values
with different levels of detail. The model reflects all relevant aspects and properties of
trust and authentication relations and therefore avoids any counterintuitive effects.1

1 Introduction

1.1 Reputation Systems

A reputation system is an approach to systematically evaluate opinions of
online community members on various issues (e. g., products, services, events,
etc.) and their opinions on the trustworthiness of other community members.

Reputation systems first collect and combine all relevant opinions, draw
conclusions about the trustworthiness of all opinions from the subjective per-
spective of a given user and calculate the trustworthiness of all opinions re-
ferring to certain issues. Then, all opinions referring to a particular issue are
combined according to their trustworthiness, and the result is returned to the
1 This work was funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) through the

Center of Excellence (SFB) 627.
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requesting user or application, where it can be used to make a decision, e. g.,
to recommend the highest ranked restaurant.

The use of reputation systems has been proposed for various applications,
for example to validate the trustworthiness of sellers and buyers in online
auctions, to detect free-riders in peer-to-peer networks and to ensure the au-
thenticity of signature keys in a web of trust (e. g., PGP [1]).

Evaluating large sets of different and possibly contradictory opinions is a
non-trivial yet crucial process. The trust model of a reputation system rep-
resents the core concepts of the system. It defines all assumptions on the
properties of trust relations and describes how to calculate the resulting trust
values.

1.2 Related Work

There exists a large number of propositions for computational models and
systems which intend to support humans, agents and applications in deciding
whether or not to interact with other parties based on the accumulated opin-
ions of others. However, the field of proposed solutions is quite diversified, so
that even surveys [2, 3] have difficulties to cover the whole range from collab-
orative filtering systems [4], recommender and reputation systems, risk and
trust management system [5], deterministic and probabilistic trust models,
formal and logic frameworks [6] for trust, distrust [7], uncertainty and for-
giveness [8] to experimental sociological studies [9]. Therefore, only selected
propositions can be covered here.

Stephen Paul Marsh [10, 7] was one of the first researchers to formalize the
concept and various aspects of trust and to represent them by a mathematical
model which can be evaluated and used for the implementation of artificial
trusting agents.

A trust model that emerged from probability theory is the Dempster-
Shafer model [11]. It assigns probabilities to sets and subsets of events. Two
values, belief and plausibility, define the upper and the lower bound of the
probability corresponding to a given set of interest. With them, it is possible to
express a degree of uncertainty. The Dempster’s rule of combination defines
how to combine the opinions of two independent observers. This rule has
been criticized by many researchers for its property to create counterintuitive
results, and several alternative combination rules have been proposed [12].

Thomas Beth et al. [13] proposed a model for estimating the trustworthi-
ness of entities in open networks on the basis of recommendations of mediators.
An initial trust value is calculated from the number of positive and negative
past experiences and direct trust is distinguished from recommendation trust.

Audan Jøsang [14, 15] has developed a mathematical model called “subjec-
tive logic.” The opinion space corresponds to the area of an opinion triangle,
the angles represent full belief, disbelief and ignorance (which is equivalent
to the representation of trust values in the Dempster-Shafer model). Jøsang
defines a set of operators to calculate with opinions, e. g., operators for the
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conjunction and disjunction of two opinions as well as consensus and recom-
mendation operators. However, this model and all other trust models with
non-distributive operators are not applicable to arbitrary trust structures but
only to directed series-parallel graphs [16].

One of the currently most widely deployed trust models for public key val-
idation is the model used in the PGP Web of Trust [1]. Trust and authenticity
statements can be expressed and distributed via digitally signed certificates.
The strength of trust and key authenticity can be expressed by discrete trust
levels. A set of rules defines how to derive new trust and authenticity rela-
tions starting from an initial set of trusted relations specified by the user. A
limit for the length of the trust chains can only be specified globally by the
validator, but not by the issuer of the trust certificates. It has been shown
in [17] that this model can produce counterintuitive results.

Ueli Maurer [18] has proposed a model for trust and authenticity relations
for public key authentication in PKIs and introduces recommendation levels
for trust relations. Unlike the models using operators to combine two opin-
ions, Maurer proposes to calculate the resulting trust value on the basis of
probability calculus instead and avoids thus the above-mentioned trust graph
evaluation problem. However, the trust model is limited to public key authen-
tication, and it has been criticised to make the restricting implicit assumption,
that each principal holds exactly one key pair [19].

An important yet difficult task is the evaluation and validation of trust
models. Several design principles and validation criteria for trust models have
been proposed in [20, 19] and [17], but there is no consensus on whether
all trust models should follow these principles or whether trust models for
different applications may have different requirements [21].

1.3 Contributions

Due to the above mentioned problems and limitations of existing trust models
we propose a new trust model (basing on Maurer’s trust model [18]), which
tries to overcome these issues and which is better suited especially for open de-
centralized reputation systems. The model integrates public key authenticity
verification into the trust model, it avoids any counterintuitive effects, it may
be used to evaluate arbitrary trust structures, it supports multiple keys (and
identity descriptions) per user, it enables the signer of a trust certificate to
limit the length trust chains, it does not force users to stick to a limited num-
ber of discrete trust values and clearly defines the semantic of the trust values.
Moreover, it offers three different trust calculi basing on the same relations
and inference rules but offering different levels of detail. The trust model can
therefore serve as a sophisticated replacement for currently used trust models
in various open decentralized reputation and public key validation systems
(e. g., the PGP trust model).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the scenario and attacker model, in section 3 we discuss properties of trust
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relations. An overview on the trust model is given in section 4. In section 5
the trust and authenticity relations and in section 6 the inference rules of the
model are described. In section 7 three trust calculi are proposed. We discuss
our approach in section 8 and conclude in section 9.

2 Problem Description

We consider an open system without a central authority. Entities (the users
of the reputation system, e. g., humans, agents, etc.) can join and leave the
system at any time and may use different identities (or pseudonyms). Entities
can generate multiple asymmetric key pairs, sign statements and verify signa-
tures. We assume, that entities have some kind of distinct names, addresses,
attributes, etc. so that it is possible to compose descriptions which refer un-
ambiguously to the current identity of an entity. Several different descriptions
may refer to the same identity.

Entities can formulate ratings. A rating is a statement describing the sub-
jective opinion of an entity on some issues (e. g., “I believe that pizzas from X
are very tasty”). Each issue corresponds to one or more capabilities which are
considered necessary to formulate a useful rating. An entity cannot definitely
determine whether or to which extend an other entity possess a particular
capability, but it can determine the initial trustworthiness of the entity with
respect to this capability. The trustworthiness is a measure for the subjec-
tive estimation of whether the other entity has this capability (competence
and goodwill), based on own experience and knowledge. Similarly, an entity
can make subjective estimations about the authenticity of public keys. En-
tities may use different, application-dependent strategies to determine these
estimations (e. g., [13]), however, a discussion is out of scope. Entities can
sign ratings as well as trust and authenticity statements and publish those
certificates. All entities can retrieve and analyze all published certificates.

Each entity (or a trusted reputation service) can evaluate own trust and
authenticity statements together with all public trust and authenticity cer-
tificates from other entities in order to determine the trustworthiness of all
entities for all capabilities and the authenticity of all public keys. Then, the
trustworthiness of all ratings can be determined, and finally all ratings for the
same issue can be merged according to their respective trustworthiness. This
merged rating can then serve as basis for decision-making.

Note that we consider the uncertainty which originates from the subjec-
tive estimations as predominant factor for the reliability and usefulness of the
result. Therefore, the trust model is designed to capture and trace the im-
pact of uncertainty which originates from the subjective estimations and to
determine the most likely conclusion. We do not try to measure, whether the
system is resistant to attacks against the dissemination of trust or authentica-
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tion information (e. g., by forcing entities to revoke already issued certificates)
2.

Attackers may try to influence the result of the evaluations by publishing
arbitrary rating, trust and authenticity certificates as regular entities, but
we assume that attackers cannot prevent other entities from publishing their
certificates. Cryptographic mechanisms are assumed to be secure, and private
keys are never disclosed.

3 Trust

In general, trust is often described as the subjective belief of someone in the
character, ability, strength, reliability, honesty or truth of someone or some-
thing [3]. In this paper, however, we adopt the following, more technical work-
ing definitions (based on [22]):

Trust (or a trust relation) is a unidirectional relation between a truster and
a trustee expressing the strong belief of the truster that the trustee will
behave as expected with respect to a particular capability within a particular
context.

Trustworthiness (or a trust value) is a quantitative measure of the strength of
a trust relation representing the subjective estimation of the likelihood that
the trustee will behave as expected with respect to a particular capability
within a particular context.

We do not discuss finer grained classifications for trust (e. g., distinguish
competence and goodwill) as they do not have direct implications on our
model.

Trust relations have a number of properties, which must be properly re-
flected by trust models in order to avoid counterintuitive results.

Specificity Trust is specific for a particular capability c within a particular
context3. Trust for a particular capability does in general not imply trust for
other capabilities. This can be illustrated by the following example: The fact,
that Alice trusts Bobs for giving useful recommendations on recent movies
does not imply that she trusts him for giving medical advice. In our model,
the capability c may either be

• the pre-defined capability cPKI representing the capability, that the trustee
will honestly and carefully verify that a given description of an entity refers
to the holder of a particular public key, or

• an arbitrary application specific capability, e. g., c1, c2, etc.

2 In the latter case you might wish to have a look at the trust model proposed
in [19]

3 in the following, we simplifyingly use the term “capability” only
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Direct and Indirect Trust Trust relations can be divided into direct and in-
direct trust relations. Direct trust (or functional trust) represents the opinion
of the truster, that the trustee has the specified capability, e. g., “Bob trusts
Carol to be a good dentist.” Indirect trust (or recommender trust) represents
the opinion of the truster, that the trustee will give useful recommendations
for this capability, e. g., “Alice trusts Bob to recommend good dentists.” Note
that Alice does not express her opinion on Bobs qualities as dentist, Bob does
not even have to be a dentist at all in order to give useful recommendations.
For indirect trust relations, we can further distinguish recommendations with
different numbers of recommendation hops (or levels) h > 0:

• An indirect trust relation with h = 1 expresses, that the truster trusts the
trustee for recommending a third entity which has the specified capability.

• An indirect trust relation with h = 2 expresses, that the truster trusts the
trustee for recommending a third entity which is trustworthy for recom-
mending a forth entity which has the specified capability.

• etc.

A value of h = 0 denotes a direct trust relation. Note that values for h are
normally very small (typically h ≤ 2).

Symmetry Trust relations are in general not symmetric. The fact, that Alice
trusts Bob does not imply that Bob trusts Alice. Trust relations must thus be
modeled as unidirectional relations.

Reflexivity Trust relations are in general not reflexive, i. e., an entity does not
always trust itself. This apparently implausible property can be illustrated by
the following example: Alice might consider herself to be not trustworthy with
respect to the capability of doing surgery (because she knows that she has no
medical skills).

Transitivity Many trustmodels are based on the assumption that trust rela-
tions are transitive. Although it seems to be intuitive and correct to rely on
recommendations of trustworthy entities in some cases, we emphasize that
trust relations are not necessarily always transitive. This can be illustrated
by the following example: Alice beliefs that Bob is gullible but honest, and
she trusts Bob for lending money. Bob considers Carol to be trustworthy for
lending money and recommends Carol to Alice. However, Alice beliefs, that
Bob is not able to judge whether Carol is honest or not. Thus, in this case it is
reasonable for Alice not to trust Carol for lending money. This apparent con-
tradiction disappears if we distinguish more clearly between direct and indirect
trust [23]. Trust shows transitive properties only for specific combinations of
direct and indirect trust relations. These conditions and the parameters of the
resulting trust relations are definded by the transitive trust inference rule in
section 6.1.
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Time Variability Trust may change over time, either due to new experiences
or due to inactivity of the trustee. Therefore, the usual certificate update
and recovery mechanisms (time-stamps, validity periods, certificate revocation
lists, etc.) should be deployed. These mechanisms (as well as their problems)
have been well-investigated and will be omitted in the following for simplicity.

4 Trust Model Overview

Our trust model is composed of four building blocks and it allows to choose
between three calculi (see Figure 1). The basic two blocks are independent of
the chosen calculus. They define all existing trust and authentication relations
(section 5) and describe inference rules to combine the relations (section 6).

Value
Boolean Scalar

Value
Discrete Distribution

Function

Algebra
Boolean

Theory
Probability

with Distributions
Probability Theory

Trust Inference Rules
Authenticity Inference Rules

Trust Relations
Authenticity Relations

Relations

Inference
Rules

Calculus
Probabilistic
First Order

Calculus
Probabilistic
Second Order

Deterministic
Calculus

of Trust Values
Representation

Computation
Trust

Fig. 1. Trust model overview

The other two blocks are calculus-specific. They describe how to represent
trust values and how to compute the trust values of derived trust relations
(section 7). For simple applications, which do not need to distinguish multi-
ple trust levels, the simple deterministic calculus will be sufficient. The first-
order probabilistic trust calculus operates on trust values which correspond to
probabilities. The most flexible calculus is the second-order probabilistic trust
calculus Here, trust values can be expressed by discrete probability distribu-
tion functions. Note that the format of ratings is not defined within the trust
model because it may be application specific.
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5 Trust and Authenticity Relations

Users decide whether they trust other entities, e. g., a human being, an or-
ganization, a server etc. However, in order to share these trust opinions with
other users they typically have to be exchanged via digitally signed trust cer-
tificates. In these certificates, users have to reference the entities by unique
identifiers or descriptions. In open systems either the public keys of the enti-
ties may serve as unique identifiers or some kind of description may be used,
e. g., first and last names or host names, postal or network addresses, profes-
sion and affiliation or even photos. Humans often prefer to use descriptions
because they consider it much easier to associate an entity with a description
than with it’s public key.

Thus, the authenticity of a public key or a description of an entity can con-
stitute a prerequisite for the evaluation of trust certificates, because it may
be necessary to validate that the key used to sign a trust certificate belongs
to a trusted entity or that public keys and descriptions in these certificates
belong to the same entity. At the same time, the trustworthiness of an entity
can constitute a prerequisite for the evaluation of the authenticity of a public
key or a description of an entity because it may be necessary to validate the
trustworthiness of the entity that claims that a public key or a description
belongs to a particular entity. Therefore, it does not make sense to first eval-
uate all trust relations and then to decide whether the authenticity of the
public keys can be validated. Neither does it make sense to first evaluate the
authenticity of all public keys and to consider the trust relations afterwards.
Instead, trust and authenticity relations have to be evaluated in an integrated
process. Therefore, public keys, descriptions of entities and various relations
between them are an integral part of our trust model in order to seamlessly
integrate the authenticity verification with the trust computation.

In the following, we define nine trust and authenticity relations. Relations
issued by a public key represent signed certificates and can therefore be ex-
changed with other users, whereas relations issued by an entity serve for local
evaluation only.

5.1 Trust Relations

Trust Relation Between Two Entities An entity EA can express trust in an-
other entity EB for the capability c for h recommendation hops with the trust
relation:

EA : Trust(EB , c, h) (h ≥ 0) (1)

Trust Referring to a Public Key An entity EA can express trust in the en-
tity possessing the private key corresponding to the public key KB for the
capability c and h recommendation hops with the trust relation:

EA : Trust(KB , c, h) (h ≥ 0) (2)
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Trust Certificate Referring to a Public Key A trust certificate referring to a
public key expresses (similarly to equation 2) that the owner of the private key
corresponding to the public key KA trusts the entity possessing the private key
corresponding to the public key KB for the capability c and h recommendation
hops:

KA : Trust(KB , c, h) (h ≥ 0) (3)

Trust Referring to a Description An entity EA can express trust in the entity
matching the description DB for the capability c and h recommendation hops
with the trust relation:

EA : Trust(DB , c, h) (h ≥ 0) (4)

Trust Certificate Referring to a Description A trust certificate referring to an
entity description expresses (similarly to equation 4) that the owner of the
private key corresponding to the public key KA trusts the entity matching
the description DB for the capability c and h recommendation hops.

KA : Trust(DB , c, h) (h ≥ 0) (5)

5.2 Authenticity Relations

Authenticity of Public Keys An entity EA can express its belief that the entity
EB is the owner of the private key corresponding to the public key KB with
the authenticity relation:

EA : Auth(KB , EB) (6)

Authenticity of Entity Descriptions An entity EA can express its belief that
the description DB refers non-ambiguously to the entity EB with the authen-
ticity relation:

EA : Auth(DB , EB) (7)

Relationship between Public Keys and Descriptions An entity EA can express
its belief that the description DB refers non-ambiguously to the entity which
is the owner of the private key corresponding to the public key KB with the
authenticity relation:

EA : Auth(KB , DB) (8)

Identity Certificates An identity certificate expresses (similarly to equation 8)
that the owner of the private key corresponding to the public key KA beliefs
that the description DB refers non-ambiguously to the entity which is the
owner of the private key corresponding to the public key KB :

KA : Auth(KB , DB) (9)
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6 Trust and Authenticity Inference Rules

The following set of rules describes the logic of the trust model. These rules
define whether and which relations one can derive from a set of given relations,
i. e., which conclusions result from a set of given relations.

It is important to distinguish clearly between relations from different ori-
gins: First-hand relations are relations which have been issued by users based
only on own experience and knowledge and which are independent from other
issued relations. Second-hand relations are relations which have been derived
from other relations using inference rules. Note that only first-hand relations
may be published in certificates. Second-hand relations must not be dissemi-
nated to other users.

The evaluation process starts with an initial set V of first-hand relations,
which consists of all first-hand relations expressed by the user himself and
all available published certificates4. The inference rules can then be applied
repeatedly to the initial set expanded by all previously derived second-hand
relations. This procedure is repeated until no more new relations can be de-
rived. The set of relations consisting of the initial set V and all relations which
can be derived from V is denoted by V̄ .

6.1 Trust Inference

Trust Inference for Lower Hops Indirect trust for more than one hop implies
indirect trust for fewer hops:

A : Trust(B, c, h) ∧ h > 1 ⇒ A : Trust(B, c, h− 1)

The truster A can be an entity (EA) or a public key (KA). The trustee B can
be an entity (EB), a public key (KB) or a description (DB).
Transitive Trust Inference The following rule describes the transitivity prop-
erty of trust relations. It defines in which cases two trust relations can be
combined in order to derive a new trust relation from the truster of the first
relation to the trustee of the second relation. This rule summarizes two cases.
It describes how direct trust can be derived from an indirect and a direct trust
relation (h2 = 0), and how indirect trust can be derived from two indirect trust
relations (h2 > 0):

A : Trust(B, c, h1) ∧ B : Trust(C, c, h2)
∧ ((h2 = 0 ∧ h1 > 0) ∨ (h2 > 0 ∧ h1 > 1))

⇒ A : Trust(C, c,min(h1 − 1, h2))

The truster A can be an entity (EA) or a public key (KA). The second relation
can be a trust relation or a trust certificate, i. e., B can be an entity (EB) or
a public key (KB). The final trustee C can be an entity (EC), a public key
(KC) or a description (DC).
4 relations with trust value no trust can be removed from V immediately
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Trust in Entities, Keys and Descriptions If an entity is trusted then an au-
thentic key of the entity can be trusted, too (and vice versa):

EA : Trust(EC , c, h) ∧ EA : Auth(KC , EC) ⇒ EA : Trust(KC , c, h)
EA : Trust(KC , c, h) ∧ EA : Auth(KC , EC) ⇒ EA : Trust(EC , c, h)

If an entity is trusted then an authentic description of the entity can be
trusted, too (and vice versa):

EA : Trust(EC , c, h) ∧ EA : Auth(DC , EC) ⇒ EA : Trust(DC , c, h)
EA : Trust(DC , c, h) ∧ EA : Auth(DC , EC) ⇒ EA : Trust(EC , c, h)

If a key of an entity is trusted then an authentic description of the entity can
be trusted, too (and vice versa):

EA : Trust(KC , c, h) ∧ EA : Auth(KC , DC) ⇒ EA : Trust(DC , c, h)
EA : Trust(DC , c, h) ∧ EA : Auth(KC , DC) ⇒ EA : Trust(KC , c, h)

6.2 Authenticity Inference

Local Authenticity Inference If two corresponding authenticity relations are
known, a third authenticity relation can be derived:

EA : Auth(KC , DC) ∧ EA : Auth(KC , EC) ⇒ EA : Auth(DC , EC)
EA : Auth(KC , DC) ∧ EA : Auth(DC , EC) ⇒ EA : Auth(KC , EC)
EA : Auth(KC , EC) ∧ EA : Auth(DC , EC) ⇒ EA : Auth(KC , DC)

Authenticity Inference with Identity Certificates If an entity directly trusts
a certification authority for issuing identity certificates (cPKI), then the en-
tity can consider the authenticity statements published in identity certificates
signed by this certification authority to be valid:

EA : Trust(KB , cPKI, 0) ∧ KB : Auth(KC , DC) ⇒ EA : Auth(KC , DC)

7 Trust Calculi

Users associate each trust relation r with a trust value t = conf(r). Proposi-
tions for valid trust values reach from positive trust (“I trust X”) via no trust
(“I have no indication that X is trustworthy”, also called ignorance or uncer-
tainty) to negative trust (“I distrust X”). We started from the assumption of
an open system, i. e., users may discard their current identity whenever they
earn bad reputation and rejoin later with a new, clean identity. Therefore, we
propose to refrain from using negative trust and to use instead no trust as the
lowest trust value, which will be used as default value for strangers.
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7.1 Deterministic Calculus

This calculi is based on boolean algebra. It is very simple to implement and
intended for applications which do not need to distinguish multiple trust levels.
Trust values are represented by boolean values: t = 0 represents no trust and
t = 1 represents full trust.

The trust values of derived trust relations can be determined as follows:
A derived relation r is fully trusted (t = 1) if and only if it can be derived
from an initial set V of fully trusted trust relations (i. e., if r ∈ V̄ ), else r is
not trusted (t = 0). Note that it is sufficient to find a single trust path (i. e.,
a minimal set of trusted relations and a sequence of inference steps to derive
r) in order to decide that r is fully trusted. Other (even trusted) opinions
suggesting no trust do not reduce the trust value of r.

7.2 First-Order Probabilistic Trust Calculus

The first-order probabilistic trust calculus is based on probability theory and
has similarities to the probabilistic model in [18]. The deterministic calculus
is a special case of the first-order probabilistic trust calculus.

Trust values of relations are represented by real numbers within the inter-
val [0, 1]. The lowest possible value t = 0 represents no trust and the highest
possible value t = 1 represents full trust. Trust values are interpreted as prob-
abilities, which represent the subjective estimation of the probability that the
concerning relation is valid.

As we interprete trust values as probabilities, the computation of trust
values of derived relations is performed according to probability theory. We
consider the following random experiment: Each relation ri (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) of
the initial set V is considered valid with a probability equal to its trust value
ti = conf(ri). The resulting trust value t of a derived relation r is then equal
to the probability that r can be derived from the set of valid relations

t = P{r ∈ V̄ }

An algorithm for the calculation of P{r ∈ V̄ } can be constructed on the
basis of the following consideration: Each relation ri can either be valid (with
probability conf(ri)) or invalid (with probability 1− conf(ri)). Therefore, we
can construct 2n different subsets of valid relations of V (“possible worlds”),
which we denote by Sj (j = 1, 2, . . . , 2n). The probability, that the world Sj

is the existing world, is

wj =
∏

ri∈Sj

conf(ri) ·
∏

ri 6∈Sj

1− conf(ri)

The trust value of r is the sum of the probabilities wj of all worlds Sj , in
which r can be derived from Sj :
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t =
∑
r∈S̄j

wj

An algorithm for an efficient implementation of this computation has been
proposed by Ueli Maurer [18].

7.3 Second-Order Probabilistic Trust Calculus

The second-order probabilistic trust calculus makes use of discrete probabil-
ity distributions to represent trust values. The first-order probabilistic trust
calculus is a special case of the second-order probabilistic trust calculus.

A trust value can be represented by a discrete probability distribution
function, which allows to express uncertainty. The discrete probability distri-
bution can be represented by a finite list of trust values ti with an associated
probability value pi.

t = {(t1, p1), (t2, p2), . . . , (tk, pk)} ti, pi ∈ [0, 1],
k∑

i=1

pi = 1

The lowest possible value t = {(0, 1)} represents no trust and the highest
possible value t = {(1, 1)} represents full trust.

The trust value of a derived relation can be calculated as follows: We
consider all possible combinations of all trust values of the first relation r1

t11, t
2
1, . . . t

k1
1 with all trust values of the second relation r2 t12, t

2
2, . . . t

k2
2 etc.

with all trust values of the last relation rn t1n, t2n, . . . tkn
n (

∏n
i=1 ki combina-

tions). For each combination (t11, t
1
2, . . . t

1
n), (t21, t

1
2, . . . , t

1
n), . . . , (tk1

1 , tk2
2 , . . . , tkn

n )
we perform the same computation as in the case of the first-order probabilis-
tic trust calculus. Finally, we construct the discrete probability distribution
function: For each of the previous combination we get a resulting trust value
from the computation. The associated probability value is computed as prod-
uct of the probability values associated with the involved trust values of the
relations from the initial set. If the trust value computation for two or more
combinations return the same trust value, then the trust-probability-pairs can
be merged by adding the associated probabilities.

The expectation E[t] =
∑

i tipi of a distribution function can be used if a
scalar trust value is required, e. g., to compare two distribution functions or
to merge ratings.

8 Discussion

Trust models for reputation systems should not be designed to emulate the
sometimes irrational behaviour of humans. Instead, they should improve the
ability of users to evaluate opinions and to come to the most beneficial de-
cision. Therefore, it is not useful to check, whether agents using a particular
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trust model show the same behaviour as humans (i. e., whether they would
pass a “trust touring test” [21]). Instead, we believe that it is important to val-
idate, that the models fulfill functional requirements, that they comply with
rational principles and that the results do not show counterintuitive effects.

Therefore, we validate our model on the basis of some relevant principles
(e. g., proposed in [20, 19] and [17]) and on aspects, which have been criticized
in other trust models.

8.1 Features

The model is able to evaluate arbitrary trust structures. It supports multiple
key pairs and multiple descriptions per entity, and is able to express uncer-
tainty in trust opinions (with the second-order probabilistic trust calculus). It
is based on a sound mathematical basis (probability theory), and the meaning
of trust values is well-defined (trust value corresponds to a probability) and
can directly be used in risk analysis. The model allows to specify the number
of recommendation hops for each indirect trust relation. It integrates authen-
tication of public keys and it supports three downward compatible calculi with
different representations of trust.

8.2 Intuitive Behaviour

The model does not violate any of the following rational intuitive principles:
Adding arbitrary trust or authentication relations does not decrease trust.
Concatenation of trust relations does not increase trust. Trust relations, which
are not part of any valid trust path have no influence on the resulting trust
value. Trust based on multiple recommendations from a single source is not
higher than that from independent sources.

8.3 Complexity and Implementation Aspects

The complexity of evaluation algorithms and other implementation aspects are
of course important factors. However, we believe that the first (and apparently
not yet satisfactorily completed) step is to find trust models which offer the
required functionality and which show no counterintuitive behaviour. The
question, whether computation complexity is a prior issue or not, may depend
on the application. Even if a trust model turns out to be unsuitable for efficient
implementation, there can be room for optimizations and simplifications and it
may be as well a valuable reference to validate simpler estimation algorithms.

The deterministic calculus shows low complexity. The first-order proba-
bilistic trust calculus can lead to a high complexity if the number of relations
in the valid trust paths is high. The complexity can be reduced significantly
by summarizing parallel relations and concatenations before the final trust
value computation. The second-order probabilistic trust calculus will have a
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high complexity if the number of trust values per distribution function is high.
However, we believe that users will seldom require more than two trust values
per distribution function to represent their opinions.

Incremental evaluation (i. e., reusing parts of the previous evaluations
when new trust or authentication relations become available) is possible and
efficient for the search of valid trust paths, but not for the computation of the
resulting trust value.

First prototypical implementations in Java and in stored procedures of a
relational database have shown, that the performance highly depends on the
chosen data structures and that optimizations (e. g., as proposed in [18]) have
the potential to speed up the computation by orders of magnitude.

9 Conclusion and Outlook

We have presented a new sophisticated computational model of trust for the
evaluation of trust and authentication relations from the view of a user. Due
to the integrated authenticity verification of public keys used to sign trust
certificates, it is especially suitable for open, decentralized reputation systems
and other applications, in which the authenticity of public keys is not verified
otherwise. We discussed properties of trust relations and proposed a new trust
model. It defines all possible trust and authenticity relations and their parame-
ters, inference rules to draw conclusions and three downward compatible trust
calculi which allow for representations of trust values with a different level of
detail and complexity. Finally, we have shown that it provides a multitude of
important functional aspects, that it complies with requirements for intuitive
trust evaluation results and discussed complexity and implementation issues.

Some remaining challenges are algorithms and optimizations for the effi-
cient computation of trust values as well as the discussion and evaluation of
further principles of trust models.
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